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Abstract—Classification is the most widely

applied machine learning problem today,

with implementations in face recognition,

flower classification, clustering, and other

fields. The goal of this paper is to organize

and identify a set of data objects. The study

employs K-nearest neighbors, decision tree

(j48), and random forest algorithms, and

then compares their performance using the

IRIS dataset. The results of the comparison

analysis showed that the K-nearest

neighbors outperformed the other classifiers.

Also, the random forest classifier worked

better than the decision tree (j48). Finally,

the best result obtained by this study is

100% and there is no error rate for the

classifier that was obtained. Keywords—

Data Mining, Classification, Decision Tree,

Random Forest, K-nearest neighbors

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the data online is massive, and it

is growing on a daily basis. It is essential to

handle such vast amounts of data and to

view the most relevant queries on the user's

computer. Since manually analyzing and

retrieving relevant data from vast databases

is impossible, automatic extraction tools are

needed, which enable user-queried data to

be retrieved from billions of sites on the

internet and relevant knowledge to be

discovered. Search engines such as Yahoo,

Bing, MSN, and Google are commonly used

by users to obtain data from the World Wide

Web [1], [2]. Data mining is also used to

explore and derive information from data

warehouses. Data mining is a method of

processing user data and extracting data

from vast data warehouses that employ a

variety of trends, intelligent processes,

algorithms, and software. This approach will

assist companies in evaluating results,

forecasting potential patterns, and predicting

user behavior. For relevant data extraction,

data mining involves four techniques phases
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[3], [4], [5]. A data base is a set of

information from different sources, a vast

database that can include issue definitions.

Data discovery is the method of collecting

valuable knowledge from vast volumes of

unfamiliar data [6]. The third stage is

modeling, which entails creating and

evaluating various templates. Finally, in the

final phase of data mining techniques,

validated models are implemented [7]. Data

mining methods may be used by businesses

to turn raw data into useful facts. By

understanding all about consumer actions, it

will also assist companies in enhancing their

communication campaigns and growing

revenues [8], [9]. Moreover, this data should

be properly classified to benefit from its

great use. Classification tries to predict the

target category with the highest accuracy.

The classification algorithm establishes a

connection through the input and output

attributes in order to build a model [10], [11].

The volume of data collected in data mining

environments is massive. Using the decision

tree method is optimal if the data set is

properly classified and contains the fewest

number of nodes [12], [13]. A Decision Tree

(DT) is a tree-based strategy in which every

direction between the root and the leaf node

is represented by a data separating series

before a Boolean outcome is obtained [14],

[15]. It is a hierarchical exemplification of

nodes and links in information relationships.

Nodes reflect uses as ties are used to

distinguish [16]. DT is a form of ML

algorithm that is applicable to both

classification and regression. It typically

makes use of the shape of a binary tree, with

each node making a decision by comparing

a function to a threshold and dividing the

decision route there. Depending on whether

the task is grouping or regression, leaf nodes

include choices, actual values, or class

names [17], [18]. Random Forest (RF)

utilizes an ensemble of trees to create trees

at random using the training input vector to

estimate the output vector, equivalent to

producing a random range of weights that is

unchanged by previous weight sequences

[19]. The best tree is then voted in, and the

procedure is replicated a certain number of

times, with the best tree being chosen as the

corresponding classifier [20]. The K-Nearest

Neighbors (KNNs) classifier, also known as

the Nearest Neighbor Classifier, is a kind of

supervised ML method that is used to

classify or predict data. K-NN is incredibly

easy to set up and use, yet it excels at

specific grouping tasks like economic

forecasting [21], [22]. Since it is a non-
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parametric approach, it does not have a

particular training phase. Instead of

classifying a question data point, it observes

all of the data. K-NN can no longer make

any assumptions regarding the underlying

results. This property corresponds to the

underlying trend in the vast majority of real-

world datasets [23], [24]. The aim of this

study is to evaluate the efficiency of the

used methods that are based on classification.

Besides, the researchers have highlighted the

most widely employed techniques as well as

the strategies with the best precision.

II. RELATED WORK

The term data mining is a process of

assigning individual objects in a database to

one or set of categories or groups. In the

phase of classification, the aim is to

correctly classify the target class for each

instance. This portion offers a survey of the

most current and useful approaches to

classification in different fields of ML that

have been established by researchers in the

last two years. Also, it only focuses on

decision trees, random forests, and k-

Nearest Neighbors as classifiers. Lakhdoura

and Elayachi [25] compared the

performance of two classifiers methods: J48

(c4.5) and RF on the IRIS features, and the

test was executed by the WEKA 3.9.

Therefore, the IRIS plant dataset, one of the

most common databases for classification

issues, is gained from the ML library at the

University of California, Irvine (UCI). In

addition, the investigators compared the

results of both classifiers on various efficacy

assessment measures. The findings showed

that the J48 classifier outperforms the

Random Forest (RF) classifier for IRIS

variety prediction using various metrics such

as classification precision, mean absolute

error, and time to construct the technique.

The J48 classifier has an accuracy of

95.83%, while the Random Forest has an

accuracy of 95.55%. Mijwil and Abttan [26]

proposed using a C4.5 decision tree to

reduce the effects of overfitting. The

datasets used were IRIS, Car Assessment,

Bottle, and WINE, both of which may be

included in the UCI ML library. The trouble

with this classifier is that it has so many

nodes and divisions, which contributes to

overfitting. This overfitting has the potential

to sabotage the classification mechanism.

The experimental findings showed that the

genetic algorithm was efficient in pruning

the impact of overfitting on the four datasets

and maximizing the trust Confidence Factor

(CF) of the C4.5 decision tree, with an

accuracy of about 92%. Rana et al. [27]
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performed the comparison between Principal

Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) with Linear

Regression (LR) and Random Forest (RF)

for IRIS Flower Classification. The

suggested distinction between the results of

both machine learning and the

dimensionality reduction processes.

According to the findings, both approaches

provide decent classification performance,

though the accuracy varies depending on the

number of principal components chosen.

LDA, on the other hand, outperforms PCA

for a defined collection of principal

components. The analysis also showed that

when the percentage of training data

improves, so does the degree of precision.

LR and RF were used to classify the data.

Both the RF and PCA approaches behave

similarly to PCA and LDA. In comparison

to the 86% of results provided by PCA, the

LDA performs much better, providing 100%

accuracy. Gong et al. [28] presented a new

evidential clustering algorithm centered on

the discovery of "cumulative belief peaks"

and the application of the irrefutable K-NN

principle. This method's basic assumption is

that a cluster center in its neighborhood has

the greatest accumulated probability of

becoming a cluster center, and that its

neighborhood is relatively big. Iris, Pima,

Seeds, Waveform, WDBC, Wine, and Pen-

based datasets were all included in the

analysis. In the context of belief functions, a

new notion of accumulated belief is

proposed to quantify such cumulative

probability. The scale of the comparatively

wide neighborhood is calculated by

optimizing an objective function.

The cluster centers are then immediately

detected as the objects with the highest

collective confidence among their own

neighborhood of this magnitude. Finally, a

creedal partition is formed using the

evidential K-NN base and the constant

cluster core. Experiment results show that

when working with datasets with a limited

number of data items and measurements, in

a reasonable amount of time, the suggested

evidence gathering method will easily

classify cluster nodes and reveal data

structure in the form of doctrinal sections.

When using seeds as a dataset, the best

accuracy is obtained, which is 95.26%.

Shukla et al. [29] focused around how

machine learning algorithms can

automatically identify the flower class with

a high degree of precision rather than

roughly. They used the IRIS dataset, and it

is divided into three groups, each with 50
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instances. The Iris dataset utilizes deep

learning to classify the subclasses of Iris

flower. Segmentation, function extraction,

and classification are the three steps of this

method's implementation. To identify the

flower class, Neural Networks (NN),

Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector

Machine (SVM), K-NN are utilized. The

results showed that the accuracy achieved by

each algorithm was as follows: Both NN,

LR, and K-NN have an equal precision of

96.67% while a SVM has higher precision

than all of which is 98%.

Sugiharti and Putra [30] analyzed the system

of TwoDimensional Principal Component

Analysis (2DPCA) paired with K-NN is

used for facial image recognition. The study

employs the 2DPCA system for extraction

of features and the K-NN classification

techniques for data classification, resulting

in the required accuracy score. The image

archive from the UCI repository is used by

the test participants, and it includes 190

black and white facial images of individuals

in different positions (straight, left, correct,

up), expressions (neutral, positive, sad,

angry), and sizes.

The results showed that the output review of

Facial Image Recognition was focused on

the 2DPCA process, which was combined

with K-NN. Moreover, the accuracy of

2DPCA is equal to 94.74%, while the K-NN

obtained the best accuracy which is 97.37%,

when the values of k = 1 and k = 2, with the

smallest recognition errors. Quist et al. [31]

presented a permutation-based model for RF

approaches that allows for impartial mixed-

type data incorporation while still

determining relative function significance.

The system is adaptable, modular, and can

be used across a wide range of studies. They

chose breast cancer as a dataset since the

causes of certain diseases are complex and

include more than one biological agent. The

approach's output was measured using

modeling experiments and machine learning

datasets. There was very little

multicollinearity and very little over fitting

in the results. The permutation-based

approach was extended to multidimensional

high-dimensional different datasets from

two separate breast cancer cohorts to further

evaluate accuracy.

The concordance in relative feature value

between the cohorts, as well as accuracy in

clustering profiles, illustrated the

reproducibility and robustness of our

methodology. One of the newly identified

clusters has been demonstrated to be

predictive of clinical results during standard-
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of-care adjuvant chemotherapy,

outperforming conventional intrinsic

molecular breast cancer classifications. Also,

95% of the cases in the International Cancer

Genome Consortium (ICGC) Cluster i5

were Estrogen Receptor-positive (ER-

positive). KADHM et al. [32] suggested a

Palmprint Recognition System (PRS) that is

both precise and effective. The framework

used path, Local Binary Pattern (LBP)

features, DT (C5.0), and K-NN to isolate

and classify features. The College of

Engineering Pune (COEP) and the Chinese

Academy of Sciences provided palmprint

image datasets for the method (CASIA). The

method became more efficient and reliable

after going through all of the steps, which

included preprocessing, segmentation,

feature extraction, and classification.

The findings of the comparison show that

the device outperforms current processes

and procedures. The method can also work

accurately in an online recognition manner

by using a scanning device to interpret the

palmprint images directly, thanks to the

efficient recognition stages, especially the

classification stage. The PRS had a strong

identification accuracy of 99.7% and a low

error matching rate of 0.009%. Also, the

accuracy of LBP, DT (C5.0), and K-NN are

equal to 92%, 70.25%, and 95%,

respectively. Ogundokun et al. [33]

investigated the diagnosis of

longsightedness employing three techniques,

namely NN, DT, and Back Propagation,

resulting in the creation of an Expert System.

Furthermore, the information area was

extracted from detailed discussions with

specialists in the area of eye examination

(ophthalmologists) as well as various studies

of the literature. The specialist framework

was built from the ground up using the C#

programming language and MySQL as the

database. The NN was trained using back

propagation and DT algorithms. According

to the signs of the patient, a DT was used to

identify and categorize the illness using an

information extraction rule.

The designed system's outcome

demonstrated how the illness was detected

in order to eliminate the neural network's

impenetrability. Also, they showed that the

hybridization of the three algorithms made

the system model accurate and efficient, and

eventually, the strategy was validated after

implementation. Sarpatwar et al. [34]

offered an end-to-end method to support

privacy-enhanced decision tree classification

using an open-source Homomorphic

Encryption Library (HELib). They
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demonstrated the classification use case for

decision trees with the iris dataset (150

samples, 4 functions, and 3 classes). The

comparator and other associated processing

in the first stage enable the function values

to be within a certain range. Use a number

of options to create a decision node, in

addition to the ignorant accounts and the

argmax feature in g Fully Homomorphic

Encryption (FHE). The findings revealed

that a highly stable and trustworthy decision

tree service can be implemented, and the

achieved precision was 98%, meaning that

the private solution suited the non-private

variant nearly exactly.

III. DATASET

In this article, three data mining algorithms

on classifications are applied to the IRIS

dataset from the UCI ML library. There are

five characteristics in the data collection,

each of which corresponds to a different iris

flower species. Class (Species), Petal Length,

Petal Width, Sepal Width, and Sepal Length

are the characteristics [35]. There were 50

samples of each genus, totaling 150

examples. For the four non-species defining

characteristics, this data form is broken

down numerically in (cm) volume.

Furthermore, it offers a clear and easy-to-

manage presentation [36]. Data mining and

deep learning have been extensively applied

to clustering for several years for the iris

dataset. It was postulated by the British

statistician and evolutionary biologist

Ronald Fisher in his publication, "On the

Analysis of Covariance of Taxonomic

Studies," in which he argued that multiple

measure testing ought to be preferred to one

over one measure for character classification.

The IRIS flower types are shown in "Fig. 1",

while sample

Fig. 1: IRIS flower types
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IV. METHODOLOGY

Classification is a data mining strategy for categorizing data instances into one of a few classes.

Machine learning classification algorithms are made up of many algorithms that have been

designed to outperform one another [37], [38]. They all use statistical methods such as decision

trees, linear programming, support machine vectors, and neural networks, among others. To

make a guess, these methods examine the available data in a variety of ways [39].

Fig. 2: Simplified diagram of the procedures for building the general pattern classification model

[40].

This work focused on decision tree, random forest, and k-Nearest neighborhoods algorithms in

general, and they are implemented by the data mining tool known as Weka. “Fig. 2” depicts a

simplistic illustration of the procedures for building the general pattern classification technique.

A. Decision Tree Classifier
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One of the techniques widely used in data mining is the systems that create classifiers [41]. DT is

a text and data mining classification algorithm that was used previously. Decision Tree

classifiers (DTCs) have been shown to be effective in a variety of classification applications. A

hierarchical decomposition of the data space is the framework of this methodology. D. Morgan

first suggested, and J.R. Quinlan established the DT as a classification task. The basic concept is

to create a tree with classified data points dependent on attributes, but the main problem of a DT

is deciding which attributes or features should be at the parent level and which should be at the

child level. De Mántaras suggested statistical modeling for feature selection in trees as a solution

to this issue [42]. The structure of DT is illustrated in “Fig. 3”.

Fig. 3: Structure of DT

There are several kinds of DT techniques, that contain Iterative Dichotomies 3 (ID3), Successor

of ID3 (C4.5), Classification and Regression Tree (CART) [44], CHisquared Automatic

Interaction Detector (CHAID) [45], Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) [46],

Generalized, Unbiased, Interaction Detection and Estimation (GUIDE), Conditional Inference

Trees (CTREE) [43]. The DT method is a supervised linear classifier whose main goal is to

provide a training scheme that can be employed to infer judgment principle from a dataset in

order to predict the class or value of target variables [44]. The DT algorithm can be used to
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overcome regression and classification issues, but it has a range of benefits and drawbacks,

which are described in “TABLE 2”.

The split of a DT is based on the computation of both entropy and knowledge gain. The impurity

or randomness of a dataset is calculated using entropy [46]. The entropy value is always between

0 and 1. Its meaning is higher when it equals 0, and it is bad when it equals 0, i.e., the closest it is

to 0, the better. As shown in "Fig. 4." The entropy of the grouping of set S with respect to c

states if the objective is G with separate attribute values. As shown in “ Equation (1)”.

Fig. 5: The RF structure

A tree is developed utilizing the training test [52], which is able to generate vector that is

independent of previous random vectors of the same distribution. In terms of two parameters:
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exactitude and interdependence of individual classifiers, an upper bound is extracted for RF to

get the generalization error [53]. The RF structure is shown in “Fig. 5”. In 2001, Breman

presented the learning model integrated with the primary classifier DT being RF. It uses the

bootstrap approach to collect several subsets of samples, then generates a DT from every

subclass of items, and then merges those DTs into an RF. When the classification tests are

reached, the classification's final result is determined by a ballot on the DT. Scholars usually start

by raising the accuracy of the classifier and then decreasing the interaction among classification

models [54]. The final reduction of the classification effect is achieved using the RF method in

the classifier, where the outcomes of each base classifier's classification have a similar error

distribution. Takes the properties of the test and predicts the result based on the rules of each

randomly generated DT and stores the predicted result (target). Calculate the number of votes for

each projected target [55]. Consider the expected high-voted target to be the RF algorithm's final

prediction. “Fig. 6” showed the RF's training phase.

Fig. 6: Random Forest training flowchart

Random forests are a method for

classification, regression and other functions,

often called random decision forests, which

work by building a large amount of DT

during training and then producing the class

that is the mode of classification (speciation)
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or average estimate (regression) of the

different trees. Random decision forests

compensate for DTs' proclivity to overfit

their training collection [56]. RFs

outperform DT in general, but they have

benefits and drawbacks, as seen in “TABLE

3”.

Another excellent aspect of the RF

algorithm is how simple it is to assess the

relative value of each feature in the forecast.

Sklearn has a fantastic method for

measuring the value of a function by looking

at how often the tree nodes that use it

decrease impurity in the whole forest. After

preparation, it calculates this score for each

element and scales the scores such that the

total importance equals one. You will

determine the functionality to remove based

on their value since they don't add

sufficiently (or even none at all) to the

prediction method. This is significant

because, in machine learning, the more

capabilities you have, the more likely your

model is to suffer from overfitting, and vice

versa [58].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

The results of applying the DT, RF, and K-

NN algorithms to the IRIS datasets, which

are explained in detail in the ”TABLE 1”,

were discovered using a web-based

framework developed with Weka. The

simulation was performed on a laptop with a

Core-I3 processor operating at 2.20 GHz

and 4 GB of RAM.

First, the author applies the decision tree and

employs the J48 kind, which is an algorithm

for generating a decision tree using C4.5 (an

extension of ID3). It may also be referred to

as a mathematical classifier. Several tests

are carried out in order to test the chosen

method utilizing the generated dataset. The

test mode for evaluation is k-fold

CrossValidation (k-fold CV). The k-fold CV

is an experimental research technique in

which the database is randomly divided into

k disjoints entity fragments, the data mining

classifier is run using k-1 items, and the

remaining block is used to evaluate the

method's accuracy. This procedure is

repeated k times total. Finally, the reported

measurements are averaged. It is normal to

use k=10 or some other size based on the

initial dataset size. After the experiments are

completed with the chosen dataset, the

findings are gathered, and an average

comparison is performed utilizing the

classification and testing modes that are

accessible. There are many factors that
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affect the results. For starters, the higher the

value of cross-validation (k-fold cv), the

greater its accuracy, that is, its positive

relationship with the other; for example,

when the cross-verification process is equal

to 10, the accuracy is equal to 94%, while

mutual verification equals 50, the accuracy

is equal to 96%. The precision of the

percentage of split improves as the

separation of the tree is In classification,

Cross validation tests of various kinds are

used. The researcher evaluated the Random

Forest's success using a 10-fold CV test in

this scenario. The RF is checked on one fold,

while the other folds are used for training.

The entire test is replicated five times, with

the findings eventually being combined. In

all cases of implementation, the results do

not change. Only the time spent in the

process changes. Where the first

implementation process takes longer than in

other cases, and the average absorption in all

cases is equal to 0.028 seconds. The

accuracy in all cases does not change and is

equal to 99.33%. Cross validation is

impacted by the time taken for building the

model and the accuracy of the process. The

execution of the process is repeated more

than five times and each time the cross-

verification value changes, its value ranges

between 10 and 60, so the time elapsed and

the accuracy of the process varies each time.

The time taken to build the model reaches

0.032 seconds as an average and the

accuracy.

The researchers evaluated numerous

classifiers on IRIS datasets, including DT

(j48), RF, and K-NN. The results indicate

that due to their differences in functionality,

the classifiers offer different resolutions on

different datasets. "Tab 11" explained the

accuracy, error rate, and time to construct

the model. In comparison to Random forests

and J48, the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm

performs exceptionally well. The ultimate

conclusion of this paper is that K-Nearest

Neighbor has the maximum accuracy,

minimum error rate, and takes less time to

build the model than other classifiers. Also,

the Random forest is graded second in

comparison to the DT in terms of

consistency, which is ranked last, even

though the duration of the model's

construction is less than that of the random

forest, as seen in the table below, and in the

“chart 1”. The accuracy was determined

using the " Equation (5, 6)" as seen below.
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Here are the explained details of the above

equation terminology found in the confusion

matrix: True Positive (TP) is a consequence

of which the sample forecasts the positive

class correctly; True Negative (TN) is an

outcome which the sample forecasts the

negative class accurately; False Positive (FP)

is an outcome under which the sample

forecasts the positive class incorrectly; False

Negative (FN) is an outcome under which

the sample forecasts the negative class

wrongly; condition Positive (P) the number

of real positive cases in the data; condition

Negative (N) the number of real negative

cases in the data.

CHART 1: ACCURACY AND ERROR

RATE OF CLASSIFIERS

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDIES

Several classification algorithms based on

the classifier used in this study were

recorded in related works in this article,

illustrating the important tasks that were

posed by the researchers with each method

tested. In this part, the results achieved in

this study were compared with the studies

that have been achieved by the research in

the related work. Study [25] used j48 and

RF on IRIS datasets to increase their

efficiency and obtained 95.83% accuracy for

j48 and 95.55% accuracy for RF, as seen in

related work. Compared to this research, the

author used j48 and RF to check for IRIS

flower, but got better results, with j48 and

RF accuracy of 98% and 99.33%,

respectively. In the study [29], many

optimization methods were used to classify

flowers on the IRIS datasets. In comparison

to other approaches such as K-NN, LR, and

NN, the SVM method had the best precision,

which was 98%, according to the evaluation

results. However, in this study, the

employed classifier performed on the same

datasets namely IRIS flowers, while the

researcher obtained better performance,

which was 100% obtained by K-NN.

Although the handprint recognition method

was performed using a variety of approaches
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in image datasets in the study [32]. The

strongest outcome achieved between them is

that it has a 99.7% precision. In comparison,

three classifiers are used on IRIS based on

this research, with much better results than

Study [32], where the strongest classifier is

the K-NN.

VII. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, classification is the most often

utilized in machine learning problems with a

number of applications such as face

recognition, flower classification, clustering,

and so on. In order to construct a model, the

classification algorithm creates a connection

between the input and output characteristics

and attempts to predict the target population

with the greatest accuracy. The main

objective of this study was to come to a

consensus on how well K-nearest neighbors,

decision tree (j48), and random forest

algorithms performed in IRIS flower

classification. According to the findings,

both approaches yield strong classification

outcomes, and the precision is calculated by

the number of principal components used.

The analysis also found that when the

percentage of training data improves, so

does the degree of precision. In comparison

to random forest, which achieved 99.33%

accuracy, and decision tree (j48), which

achieved 98% accuracy, the experimental

findings revealed that K-nearest neighbors

performed significantly better, achieving

100% accuracy. In the future, analyses on

separate data sets will be generated, and

different methods will be utilized and mixed

to produce improved distinction results.
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